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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS????

To overcome the tests of a time of chaos, you must learn, still in these times, to overcome
yourselves, to love praying and to seek the permanent union with the Divine Hierarchy.

Every time that you open yourselves to support a purpose, an attunement1, you receive from the
Heights an opportunity of getting to know what is hidden in your own inner world.

It is when the universe places you in a situation of being praying supporters and of remaining in
vigil, that you start to feel how far you can surrender yourselves to God and from where you can
overcome the known limits to give of yourselves what you do not know.

These instances in which the Messengers of God ask you for constant prayer are to test you, prepare
you and to give, to each one, an opportunity of self-knowledge.  For this it is important that you
observe your own inner world in this moment and make sure that you are truthful in your prayers as
the hours pass.  In this way, you will be able to be training your consciousnesses for the days that
will come and that will need the soldiers of Christ to be in permanent and constant vigil.

May the learning of a few be able to be deposited in all human consciousness, as a living experience
of union with God and with His Purpose.

I love you, and I bless you so that you may keep answering to the needs of the Plan of God.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph

 

1Saint Joseph was referring to a request of the Divine Messengers, made to the Communities of
Light and to the Monasteries of the Grace Mercy Order, to make supporting prayer to the group that
was travelling throughout Colombia.  In the moment in which we received the message of Saint
Joseph, we had been praying for about 8 hours and we were going to continue until we completed at
least 12 hours of continuous prayer.


